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SpiceHeads want you to talk with them!
Sean Dahlberg
Spiceworks • Community Manager

One of the challenges I sometimes see is when a Partner first
joins the Spiceworks Community and engages with the social
strategies they use in other places. While that content is
informative, it is written more in a “talking to” than “talking with”
method. And then SpiceHeads, being the helpful people they
are, give them constructive criticism of why they dislike being
talked at. Sometimes pages and pages of it. And it came to the
point where we created a few rules within the community to
help alleviate the issue such as:
•

Don’t just post a sentence with a hyperlink
https://community.spiceworks.com/field-guide/

Spiceheads speaking

guidelines#linkbuilding
•

Be genuine and bring value to the conversation
https://community.spiceworks.com/field-guide/
guidelines#value

The quick points that you’ll see discussed below are:
1.

Don’t talk at me

2.

Engageable Content is King

things, though. And I hope that this conversation can help shed

3.

I would rather be on Page 1 than Page 10

light on the latter and explain why it is beneficial to engage in

4.

Increase your Social Reach

Knowing a rule exists and knowing why it exists are two different

the community versus just broadcasting information.
Don’t talk at me.

“ She’s engaged in the conversation
and tends to remember the things
we chatted about longer. ”

The first example is easy. No one likes being talked to. I talk to
my daughter and she just rolls her eyes and counts the seconds
till she can get back on Instagram. But when I talk with her
about something, it is completely different. She’s engaged in the
conversation and tends to remember the things we chatted about
longer. The rest of us are really no different and if you are looking
to inform SpiceHeads, engaging with them has a much longer
lasting effect.
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There are other reasons I can bring up and, as you can see above, I

“ If I just post the information, some
people will read it but if it doesn’t
really have that engageable
element, they won’t reply to it. ”

can ramble on and on about Spiceworks and my opinions on best
practices. But the ones above are the items I find myself bringing
up often with people new to Spiceworks and looking to reach
IT pros. And in these chats, there are two conversations I do find
myself constantly using for reference (both of which are good reads):
•

Why Being a Green Guy is a Lot Like Being in a Mosh Pit
at a Punk Show by Symantec Matt
https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/457873

Engageable Content is King.
•

5 things IT pros HATE about your marketing

One of the things to know is that getting people to respond to

by JennyV (Spiceworks)

you is really the lifeblood of the community. Forgive me SpiceHeads,

https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/372981

but I’m about to reference other social communities and I know
how much you love to chat about them here. But it is something
I see that brings the point home a lot faster. Getting someone to
respond to you is much like getting a “share” on Facebook or a
“retweet” on Twitter. It is that element that really brings attention
to the conversation. The next two points cover the major reasons
why that is.
I would rather be on Page 1 than Page 10.

With that in mind, I turn to all of you. What is it about quickly
infoblurbs (a few words and a link) that you dislike? Or what is
it you like when you see Partners engaging with you?
Speaking of Partners, those of you who have found success in
the Spiceworks Community, do you have any hints or tips on
things you’ve found that works well when trying to answer an
IT pros question or sharing your own content?

Think of it this way. Say I have a blog post that is extremely
informative or an event my organization is going to host. If I just
post the information, some people will read it but if it doesn’t
really have that engageable element, they won’t reply to it. And
then my conversation quickly falls from page 1 to page 2 in a
matter of minutes... and for some discussion groups, much faster!
But by speaking with SpiceHeads, you not only get them replying
to it, you generally get some great information and feedback from
them. For example, If I’m trying to explain to someone why my
product is a good fit for them, the more data points I have from
them, the better I can show them why. But sometimes SpiceHeads
just assume you know everything so you have to ask them key
questions to help fine-tune that answer.
Increase your Social Reach.
Another good reason for talking with SpiceHeads is they have
Followers of their own. Right now, I’m just shy of 630 followers so
when I post something, all of them get it in their feed. But, if I do
it right, maybe I get someone like Gabrielle.L to reply who has 232
followers. And then maybe David Scammell and Bob Beatty who
have about 700 followers together. And if I’m lucky, Rob Dunn and
Scott Alan Miller engage in the topic as well. Cumulatively we
have about 8,500 followers between us. Granted, there is some
overlap there but by conversing with these other SpiceHeads, my
message has reached a lot more people. And if the topic is a good
one and enough people talk with me, that conversation might
even get featured on the Start Page which puts a lot more eyes on it.

Want to read more? Check out the Spicy Marketer Blog in the
Spiceworks Community.
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